Go Green
Activities

LET’S WORK TOGETHER to
turn the world green
for concern.
Five days and five
ways to Go Green
for Concern.
From March
8th – 12th,
snaP
we want
to turn the
world green by
getting as many
share
people as possible
to snap and share
donate
a different ‘green’
picture every day
and share with friends and colleagues
on social media and company internal
communications. The pictures can
be taken in and around the home and
will relate in some way to combatting
climate change. Pictures of things like
green vegetables or a re-usable water
bottle or recyling bin. It’ll be easy!
For those who want to bring a
competitive edge to the campaign,
we’ve added points to each activity.
Why not challenge your colleagues or
teams to some healthy competition
and see who can accumulate the most
points over the course of the week.
The winner will be crowned the Go
Green Hero!
Ideally, everyone that takes part will
make a small donation during the week
- we’d be delighted if all participants
could spare at least €5 each. Every
photo shared and every cent donated
will help transform communities
affected by climate change.

G

GREEN!

Pick 1 activity per day for the
5 days of Go Green
REDUCE FAST FASHION

Picture of an item of green clothing: 5 points

FLIGHT-FREE HOLIDAYS

Picture of your favourite location in Ireland:
10 points

BUY LOCAL

Picture of something you bought locally: 20 points

REDUCE WATER CONSUMPTION

Picture of green water bottle or garden water butt:
25 points

REDUCE DIGITAL FOOTPRINT

Picture of hobby or activity that doesn’t involve
Phones/TVs, - reading, knitting, jigsaw, etc.:
30 points

REDUCE CAR USE

Picture from your daily exercise: 35 points

plant based meal

Picture of vegetables/veggie meal: 40 points

LOWER CARBON EMISSIONS

Picture from a visit to the bottle bank or Bring
Centre: 50 points

RECYCLING

Picture of upcycling something in the home:
75 points

plants and nature

Picture of seeds being planted or composting:
100 points
Challenge staff and colleagues to see who can raise the most
points over the course of the week, use our downloadable
score card to keep track of your activities and share your
progress on social media and with your colleagues.

